
Interview 1 
 

Vessel name & reg’n: 

  5 Vessels – All Trawlers         

Normal base port/s: 

LA CORUNA, GALICIA, SPAIN 

Owner:  Sr. Francisco Correa Rey LOA:    N/A     Employs c.120 persons 

Main fisheries/areas & depths: 

Areas VI, VII, VIII & Mauretania 

General fishing problems: 

Competition for ground/ Gear conflicts/moved grounds:  
Albeit 2nd hand information, Sr. Correa gets updates from his vessels everyday. Based on this 
and talking with his skippers, one of them Sr. Joaquin Gomez Fondo, the main problem areas are 
the “Sindicato”(S/ SW of Porcupine Bank) and “Coral”(51º - 51º 30”N/ 10º50” - 12ºW) areas.  

To be truthful, the majority of the trawlers just tow through the gear as identifying where monk 
vessels have shot their gear before going ashore is pretty difficult. There is absolutely no 
communication made/ attempted.  

It is well known inside of the industry that the nets are disposed of over the side once the vessel 
reaches a depth of 3000 – 4000m on their way home.  

Sr. Correa and his Skippers would agree definitely with reception facilities to recycle the gear and 
they would oblige. Please note in their case they are trawlers.  

Likewise since the ban this has caused the monk-netting vessels to move in to shallower waters 
traditionally trawling grounds.  

All his vessels have a “grampin” or grappling hook/ retrieval anchor onboard so that the skippers 
may retrieve any gear that they lose. 

Positional info: 

As mentioned before the SINDICATO and CORAL areas. 
 

OTHER QUESTIONS ASKED: 

WHAT IS THEIR OPINION OF DEEPCLEAN OR OUR ULTIMATE OBJECTIVES? 
In his opinion it is too little too late. If possible there should be a limit to the 
amount of nets a vessel should shoot, maybe around 2000. 
The closing of the shark fishery in his opinion is incorrect. Bearing in mind the 
food chain and allowing the deepwater shark to multiply and possible see the 
hake population decrease/ diminish. Presently in Mauretania, catches of up to 
10,000kg of gata, small – suitable only for discarding are caught in the depth 
range 200 – 300 fathom. The hake population has disappeared completely.  
His opinion is that it should be a regulated and controlled fishery, not a total 
shutdown. 
 



Interview 2 

Vessel name & reg’n: 

  M.P. “Madre Querida” 

                          GI-4         

Normal base port/s: 

 

BURELA, GALICIA, SPAIN 

Skipper: Sr. Ramiro Espoxito  LOA: 30.18m Crew: 15 persons max 

Main fisheries/areas & depths: 

Areas VB, VI, VII & VIIIABD 

Gear specs: 

LONGLINER 
(must include net lengths) 

General fishing problems: 

Competition for ground/ Gear conflicts/moved grounds:  
Monk vessels do not allow any other vessel to work with them, they will shoot their gear on top if 
necessary.Since the ban on the depth, the monk vessels have moved to shallower waters 
affecting all other fisheries out to 200 fathom depth. 

Separate to the DEEPCLEAN Objectives the two other problems are the abundance of unmarked 
dahn-buoys and the activities of Pair-trawlers pursuing hake 

Gear losses (causes, no. & value) 

Recovery success:  Nil, in the case of monk vessels as the gear is too heavy 
(Can do gear marking questionnaire here) 

Effort: 

No response 

Catch rates:         

             They asked what had this got to do with the interview and refused to answer. 

Positional info: 

Area around El Pozo - 50º 36”N/ 011º 04”W 

 

OTHER QUESTIONS ASKED: 

WHAT IS THEIR OPINION OF DEEPCLEAN OR OUR ULTIMATE 
OBJECTIVES? 
There should be a limit of 2000 nets shot.  

Works up to 120 lines x 80 
hooks per day (Standard)  

Again, may need to 
accommodate two fisheries here 
 



Interview 3 

Vessel name & reg’n: 

  MINCHOS VII    VI-5  

Normal base port/s: 

CELEIRO, GALICIA, SPAIN 

Skipper:  Jose Antonio Pernas Prieto LOA:    32m Crew:   11 persons  

Main fisheries/areas & depths: 

Areas VBD, VI, VII, VIIIABD  

Gear specs: 

TRAWLER 

N/A 
(must include net lengths) 

General fishing problems: 

Competition for ground/ Gear conflicts/moved grounds:  
 Conflicts? As always, its part of everyday life out there. Monk nets are presently posing a great 
problem for ALL fishing vessels. The gear is heavy and they are shooting out to 330f in some 
places. Since the ban, the netters have moved in on traditional trawling grounds.  

Gear losses (causes, no. & value) 

N/A 

Recovery success:  N/A 
(Can do gear marking questionnaire here) 

Effort: 

N/A 

Catch rates:                  

by spp  HKE, MON, NEP 

Positional info: 

Areas where lost/ discarded netting would occur: 

50º 20”N north to the 40”N – 210 out to 240 fathom depth 

Pozo de Viveiro and to the North 

On the south tip of the Sindicato inside the following coordinates: 

51º 18”N/ 14º 42”W --- 51º 18”N/ 14º 00”W --- 51º 18”N/ 13º 40”W ---- 300 – 430 fathom depth 
51º 25”N up to the 52ºN and from the 13º 45”W out to the 14º 43”W ----- 210 to 240 fathom depth 

La Selva 

100m footrope Spanish 
Trawl – Mesh size 80mm – 
100mm 



52º 13”N/ 12º 55”W --- 52º 13”N/ 12º 17”W --- 51º 58”N/ 12º 03”W --- 51º 58”N/ 13º 08”W 

All positions taken from Sodena Turbo Plotter onboard vessel in Celeiro. 

 

OTHER QUESTIONS ASKED: 

WHAT IS THEIR OPINION OF DEEPCLEAN OR OUR ULTIMATE 
OBJECTIVES? 
If possible there should be a limit to the amount of nets a vessel can shoot. 

Any other comments: 
Research should be done with regards to the quota share; How French vessels 

never have a problem with any quota, quota type and every other country, yes. 



Interview 4 
 

Vessel name & reg’n: 

  M.P. “Sueiras” 

                                          FE - 2         

Normal base port/s: 

 

1. BURELA, GALICIA, SPAIN 

Skipper: Sr. Carlos Basanta LOA: 33.8m Crew: 15 persons max 

Main fisheries/areas & depths: 

Areas VB, VI, VII & VIIIABD 

 

Gear specs: 

LONGLINER 
(must include net lengths) 

General fishing problems: 

Competition for ground/ Gear conflicts/moved grounds:  
(As per M.P. “Madre Querida”) 

Monk vessels do not allow any other vessel to work with them, they will shoot their gear on top if 
necessary.Since the ban on the depth, the monk vessels have moved to shallower waters 
affecting all other fisheries out to 200 fathom depth. 

Separate to the DEEPCLEAN Objectives the two other problems are the abundance of unmarked 
dahn-buoys and the activities of Pair-trawlers pursuing hake 

Gear losses (causes, no. & value) 

Recovery success:  Nil, in the case of monk vessels as the gear is too heavy 
(Can do gear marking questionnaire here) 

Effort: 

NA 

 

Catch rates:         

             They asked what had this got to do with the interview and refused to answer. 

 

Positional info: 

Works up to 120 lines x 80 
hooks per day (Standard)  
 

Again, may need to 
accommodate two fisheries here 



Area around El Pozo - 50º 36”N/ 011º 04”W 

 

OTHER QUESTIONS ASKED: 

WHAT IS THEIR OPINION OF DEEPCLEAN OR OUR ULTIMATE 
OBJECTIVES? 
There should be a limit of 2000 nets shot.  



Interview 5 

Vessel name & reg’n: 

Presently ashore   

Previous Vessels :  

TENIA – CELTIC SEA – IRENA – CRYSTAL 
–  

SEA DOG 

Skipper:  Manuel J. Cousillas Monteblanco LOA:     Crew:     

Main fisheries/areas & depths: 

Areas IV, Rosemary Bank, West Rockall, VI, VII, VIII, Mauretania 

Gear specs: 

Shark Netting/ potting/ Monk netting 

General fishing problems: 

Competition for ground/ Gear conflicts/moved grounds:  
Conflicts? As always. His only real opinion is that there should be a limit to the amount of nets shot. 
Otherwise, to his knowledge the monk netters are presently posing a great problem for ALL fishing 
vessels.  

Gear losses (causes, no. & value) 

N/A 

Recovery success:  N/A 
(Can do gear marking questionnaire here) 

Effort: 

 

Catch rates:                  

by spp  SHELLFISH/ MONK/ DEEPWATER SHARK 

Positional info: 

Areas where lost/ discarded netting would occur: 

Starting in the North; 

56º 30”N/ 13º W up to the 57º N 

56º 40” south to the 56ºN inside the 200 fathom line 

56º N/ 14º W to the NE – Monk nets 

55º 35”N/ 14º 30”W to the SW along the Coral bank 

 

54º 35”N south to 54º 35”N/ 14º 45”W 300 – 400 fathom – nets 



54º 10”N/ 13º 40”W east to the 11ºW 300 fathom depth  

He gave a copy of a chart for Rosemary Bank suggesting more activity on the plateau rather 
than around the sides which are mainly targeted for Gata (Deepwater Shark) 

He also electronic data/ charts and is available if there is a necessity to have such an 
experienced deepwater skipper onboard  
 

 

 

OTHER QUESTIONS ASKED: 

WHAT IS THEIR OPINION OF DEEPCLEAN OR OUR ULTIMATE 
OBJECTIVES? 
He thinks it is very good but not necessarily the opinion of all people. 

 
 


